


At the December 
"Celebration," Robert 
Christy (left), a long
time colleague of 
Fowler's, likened him 
to a locomotive. 
Some of Fowler's 
collection of model 
locomotives adorned 
the stage in Beckman 
Auditorium (below). 

A Celebration of Willy Fowler 

The late \V ill iam A. Fowler, Nobel laureate 
and Institute Professor of Physics, Emeritus, had 
participared in more than half of Cal tech's 
hisrory. He arrived on campus in 1933 as a 
graduate student under Charles Lauri tsen in 
Kellogg Radiat ion Laboratory, earned his PhD in 
1936, stayed on as a fac ulty member, and 
essentially never left. I-Ie won the Nobel Prize in 
1983 for describing the succession of complex 
nuclear reaction processes by which elements are 
synthesized during the evolution of stars. 

When Fowler died on March 14 , 1995, at the 
age of 83 , his colleag ues and friends decided that 
no ord inary memorial would suffice, So, for three 
days in December, a symposi um on nuclear 
as trophysics (subtitled "A Celebration of W illy 
Fowler") was held on rhe Calrech campus. "The 
idea was ro have a celebration for what has been 
contr ibuted," said G . ]. Wasserburg, Crafoord 
laureate and the J ohn D. MacArthur Professor of 
Geology and Geophysics, who chaired the 
prog ram committee, ''The celebration was to 

exhibit the vital ity of the fi eld , which is the real 
inheri tance of\Vill y Fowler. " The symposium 
included sessions on the early universe, experi
memal nuclear astrophysics, the neuui no, stellar 
nucleosynthesis, chem ical evolution of the galaxy, 
formati on of stars from the interstellar med ium , 
presolar stellar dust g rains in meteorites, and 
gamma ray astronomy. 

Also part of the celebration was a more 
customary memorial observance, which attracted 
a large audience of Fowler's friend s and admirers 
to Beckman Auditorium on the afternoon of 
December 14. Before introducing the other 

"Some people are 
agelm and Willy 
was one of them. 
His creative 
mind, wit, and 
exuberant per
sonality never 
dimmed or 
clouded. JJ 

speakers, Wasserburg read a poem by John 
Donne, "The Will," which included the li nes: 

To him for whom the passing bell next tolls, 

T give my physick bookes; my writen rowles 
Of J\<[orall counsels, 1 ro Bedlam g ive; 

My brazen medals, umo them which live 
In want of bread; To them whic h passe among 

All forrainers, mine English rongue. 

Therefore I'll give no more; But I' ll undoe 
The world by dying; because love dies too. 

Then all your beaut ies will be no more worth 

Than gold in Mines, wh ich none doth d raw it fo rth ; 
And all your graces no more use shall have 

Than a Sun dyall in a grave. 

"Willy was a big fan of the English," Wasser
burg explained. "It was even rumored that Willy 
liked Eng li sh food. And he loved Cambridge and 
Oxford. Donne was at Oxfotd in the 1580s and 
reported ly went from Oxford to Cambridge to 

improve his character. Wil ly did this also, but I 
don ' t think much improvement was either 
necessary or possible at tbat t ime." 

W asserburg also read parts of letters ftom 
John H. Gibbons and Fred Hoyle, who were 
unable to attend the memorial. Gibbons, science 
adviser to President Clinron , wrote that, "some 
people are ageless and Willy was one of them. 
His creative mind, wit , and exuberant personality 
never dimmed or clouded. " G ibbons noted the 
seminal 1957 paper by Burbidge, Burbidge, 
Fowlet, and Hoyle (whichWasserburg always 
called "Burble, Burble, Toil, and T rouble") and 
the influence it had on his own work at Oak 
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Left: B2FH (in order, 
left to right) at the 
Institute of Theoreti
cal Astronomy in 
Cambridge, England, 
on the occasion of 
Fowler's 60th birthday 
in 1971. The locomo· 
tive (also seen on the 
previous page) was 
a present from his 
Cambridge friends on 
this occasion. 

Margaret Burbidge 
wearing a Ugorgeous 
shiner" (UWilly would 
have loved it") with G. 
J. Wasserburg at the 
memorial observance. 

Ridge National L,botarory. ·'Will y was himself 
a kind of bright star, a supernova in my book," 
wrote Gibbons. "H e was parcicularl y pleased 
when we included a quote from Walt Whitman 
in one of our papers: '1 believe that a leaf of g rass 
is no less than the churning work of the stars.' 
Now Willy belongs to the stars. " 

In his letter Fred Hoyle evoked the many 
memories that had come crowd ing in when he 
starced to wrire-the high points of his scientific 
work with Fowler, "events one would greatly 
wish co relive if that were possible." O ne event 
in particular that he remem bered weU was the 
Moscow Internat ional Atom ic Un ion in 1958, 
in which "protocol in 1958, as you can joll y well 
imagine, was very d ifficult. There was a long 
lunch with lots of vodka, and the person who 
carried the ball rhat day was Willy, who could 
belt vodka down and keep Lip the good humor 
with our Soviet compatriots." 

Wassetburg then introduced the speakers 
who were there in person. 

Margaret Burbidge 
Profmor of Physics 
Ulliversity of California (It San Diego 

(Burbidge. who appeared wearing a black eye and 
a head scarf where her scalp had been stitched liP. 
explained that she bad hit the edge of a door while 
running to pick tip a comptlter printollt. "\,(/illy would 
have loved it," she stlid. IiHe'd have bem sorry for me 
and sympathized with all his heart, but he would have 
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lIIade a joke of it aud so I lIIake a joke of it.·· She thell 
read from au exm1Jf of (Ill (IIItobiographical article 
entitled ·'\'(Iatcher of the Skies," which she had wl·itten 
for the 1994 volllllle of the Annual Reviews of 
Astronomy and Astrophysics'; 

"It was in rhe autumn of 1954 that Geoff and 
1 made the acquaintance of Willy Fowler and his 
family. He was spend ing a sabbatical year at the 
Cavendish. where he had hoped to do some ex
perimental nuclear physics but had found that 
none of the equipment he needed was available or 
working. At th is t ime element abu ndances were 
emetging from our curve of growth analysis of (a 
part icular Star with a strong magneric field], and 
the heavy element anomalies were beginning ro 
suggest that somehow neutrons were involved, 
an idea whose germ had been planted by work 
which we had heard twO years earlier in a talk 
given by Maria Mayer and a talk g iven a year 
la ter by Gamow about primord ial nucleosynthe
sis . But we believed the processes m ust rake 
place in stars. While we were well educated in 
atomic physics, we knew much less about nuclear 
physics. Geoff attended a meeting of a scientific 
society in Cambridge, England, and listened to a 
lecture g iven by Willy Fowler. and after rhe 
lecrure, Geoff asked him if we could calk to him 
about processes involving neu trons in stars. 

"Fowler. a leader in the experimental nuclear 
physics program at Kellogg on the light ele
ments, had recentl y worked with Salperer and 
Hoyle while they were visit ing Caltech . He was 
excited by the prospect of adding neutron pro
cesses towards a theory to build all the elemenrs 



Right: Spruce 
Schoenemann (age 7) 
and his grandfather 
rest atop Haystack 
Mountain in Vermont 
after a hike in June 
1988. 

"B2FH brought 
me some of the 
happiest and most 
productive times 
in my scientific 
life. It was such 
/tm working with 
you and Geoff 
and Fred that I 
really do not 
know what 
brought the tears. " 

in their cosmic abundances through generations 
of stars, which through evolution, fi na ll y pro
duced [the elements around iron in rhe periodic 
table of elements], and rhen supernovae explod
ing and enriching the interstellar medium wirh 
heavy elements made from the init ial ingred ient, 
hydrogen. Fred Hoyle was in Cambridge, and we 
four worked together during that exciting 1954-
55 year, adding togerher one piece after another 
of rhe puzzle. W illy's wife, Ardy Fowler, in her 
wonderful hospirable way made available their 
renred home in Cambridge, and we fo ur divided 
time between there, the Cavendi sh Laboratory, 
and Borolph L'lI1e, which was where Geoff and 1 
had a flat, umil the ti me came when Geoff and I 
had to think abollt jobs for next year .... We ser 
off for Pasadena while the work on B2PH was 
only partly completed, the primary goal to 

spend most of the next twO years on that major 
project. 

{Skippillg to tlllother passage ill her tlrtiele. 
Burbidge described the eXjJerimelllalwork tbelt Fowler 
and ,be umritseus organized at Kellogg Lab, which 
was crt/cial to the calculation of the synthesis of the 
light elements.} 

When 1 sent Willy a reprint of this art icle, he 
wrOte me a wonderful letter in November 1994, 
wh ich musr have been among the last letters that 
he wrote: 

"Dear Margaret, 
Norhing in recent years has given me 

such pleasure as reading 'Watcher of the 
Skies.' Actuall y, at some t imes tears came 
to my eyes. B2FH brough t me some of the 
happiest and most productive t imes in my 
scienrific life. It was such fLln work ing 
with you and Geoff and Fred that j really 
do nOt know what brought the tears. 
T hank you for bri nging back those wonder
ful times." 

Bei ng here brings back all the memories of the 
rwo years we spent at Cal tech and the summers 
that we spent subsequent to that. Du ring those 
two years we lived in a house on South Chester, 
and I think that, from Beckman Aud itOrium 1 
can see one or two of rhe uees thar used to grow 
in our backyatd. 

Sprtlce \Vi/liam Schoenemann 
Pawlet, Vermont 

My g randfather spent a lot of t ime with me 
when I was a child , even thoug h we lived far 
apart. Up until the last twO or three years, Willy 
and I shared many physical aCtivities. On my 
numerous visits to California, we kicked the 
soccer ball around at tossed the football at the 
Cal tech soccer fi eld. As a family we rook hikes in 
[he Angeles Crest, which J enjoyed immensely. I 
know Wil ly enjoyed those excursions (QO. On 
Willy's visits to Vermont we would sometimes 
go on hikes up H aystack Mountain , take walks 
throug h the beautiful Vetmont countryside or 
pick apples. In the summer of 1988 my grandfa
ther helped build a treehouse for me. J ch ink 
what he en joyed most about it was the supervis
ing parr. He to ld my fa ther how th ings should 
be done or he would tell me to hand him a tool, 
depending on what he was doing. 

Willy loved telling people thi ngs, especially 
the plentiful stories of his experiences. Many 
evenings were spent listeni ng to his adventures in 
rhe South Pacific, his work in Los Alamos, or his 
crain trips through Russ ia. H e delighted in 
telling people of his remi niscences. Willy was 
qu ire a tal ker. 

One of Willy's fond memories was working at 
Cal tech throughout mosr of his life. He tOld me 
about the work he was doing at the Institute and 
once in a wh ile he would bring me to his office or 
lab. I could tell by his exuberance when he spoke 
of Cal tech that he loved the school greatly. He 
enjoyed his work, his colleagues, and his Stu-
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Willy and Spruce {age 
6) in the San Gabriel 
Mountains above 
Pasadena on another 
hike {right), and in 
Vermont for Fowler's 
83rd birthday in 
August 1994 {below}. 
It was Fowler's last 
visit to Vermont 
before becoming 
bedridden in 
November. 

dents. I am su re all of you can remember Wi ll y's 
extreme fondness for Cal tech and the joy he got 
from telling his stories and jokes . 

One story that Willy to ld me abom was his 
disregard for the label "expert." He was very 
skep(ical of expens, especially self-appoimed 
ones, as he said, He once sprained his wrist while 
travel ing on the East Coast. H e went to a doctor 
recommended by a friend, and found through x
rays that the wrist was nor broken. When Willy 
walked our of the doctor's office, the docror 
directed him to bathe the wrist in hot water three 
t imes a day, Willy explained, "Doctor, what do 
you mean? My mother always told me to bathe a 
sprain in ice water." "Well, YOU t mother was 
wrong," the doctor replied. "My mother told me 
to use hot water." So much for tiries and degrees. 

However, Willy did become an expert in his 
own field, and it is interesting to me that even as 
a teenager he recognized some importance of his 
bei ng here in this world. J know this because 
Mary Dutcher Fowler found a shorr autobiogra
phy Willy had wri t ten as a senior at Lima Center 
High SchooL She unearthed it this past SLIITHner 
from the pi les of papers and books on the floor of 
Willy's s(Udy. 

In the first chapter he relates a strange event 
that occurred on the day he was born. A lone 
owl, perched in an oak tree outside the room in 
which he and his mother slept, shrieked in a 
wei rd and terrifying way all through the night. 
In the following words Willy questions the signi
ficance of this event: "All of us have a tOuch of 
the superstitious in us. I would not be human if 
I did not think deep in my mind that the cry of 
the screech owl meant something. But what that 
something was has never occurred to me
whether the owl was prophesyi ng, warning, or 
neither. Nevertheless, I feci at least my birth 
transcended the commonplace." While Willy 
was unable or unwill ing to identify this herald, to 

me the owl's screech and its presence meam one 
thing: owls are known for being wise and re
taining immense amountS of knowledge. I think 
the owl's screech was symbolic of Willy's gift of 
wisdom and knowledge. 

{Spmce read • ./ few more excerpts from Fowler's 
teel/age aatobiography--aboat his "golden childhood" 
tIS Ii typical American boy who liked to play basebedl 
alld who WCIJ lookillgforward eagedy to the rest of his 
edllcation. The essay conclllded: "L sincereLy want to 
live a life that shall not have been in vain. "} 

How prophetic his autobiography seems. 
Although the young Willy could not know it, his 
life certainly became extraordinary. 
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In a calk prepared for (he 1988 Calcech grad
uation exercises, Willy noted his dissatisfaction 
with the term ·'commencement." He preferred to 

call it "completion." Today we celebrate his life 
and recognize the completion of his physical life, 
But my grandfather will live on in my mind, my 
hean, and my fond memories, as well as yours, 
and in his contribut ions to the world of science. 
In spirit Willy and I will be sharing many more 
hikes, side by side. 

Robert Christy 
Imtilllte Professor of TheoreticaL Pbysics, Emeritm 
Caltech 

I have many fond memories of Willy, and I 
would like to share some of them with you. He 
was a real leader, which I assume came naturally 
to him; in any case, he did it well. In 1951 
Cal tech was asked to run a study pro jeer, ProjeCt 
Vista, on the defense of Western Europe. Many 
of us contributed in our areas of expertise, bur 
Willy was chosen to be (he directOr. He ran it 
and he ran it well. Also, as many of you know, 
Willy ran a considerable research group and ran 
it well for many years. It is fitting that he had a 
passion for steam locomotives. In a way, he 
himself was a locomotive, a prime mover. Now, 
although Willy was the powerful force pulling in 
front in many cases, Charlie Lauritsen was some
times the one with his hand on the throttle. 

Willy helped the careers of his students, post
docs, and colleagues. He tecommended them for 
positions, for promotions, and for honors. I 



I • 

Above: At Tommy 
Lauritsen's house in 
the 1950s, a then· 
beardless Fowler 
(center) joins the 
chorus with Volney 
Rasmussen (left) and 
Lauritsen, while 
Victor Weisskopf 
accompanies. 
Right: Long·term 
Kellogg collaborators 
Ralph Kavanagh (left) 
and Charles Barnes 
(second from right) 
toast Fowler's Nobel 
Prize in October 1983, 
along with G. J. 
Wasserburg (right ), 
whose work was 
strongly identified 
with the Kellogg 
group. 

expect that many of you, like myself, are indebt
ed to Willy. ] came ro Ca ltech as a result of a 
phone call from him , and such honors as ] have 
received I sllspeCt were helped by a good word 
from Willy. 

I remember the strong sense of fun that 
marked him. He was in (he best sense of the 
wotd the life of the parry, and I remember well 
his leading the si nging a( (he Kellogg parties. 1 
also remember the hat and mi rror trick he liked 
to do, in which he wore a hat next to a mitror and 
someone in front would blow at a g lancing angle, 
and Willy 's hat would hover a few inches above 
h is head and then settle down. H e also loved ro 
dance, and I'm tOld he was very good. 

He was a strong supporter of hi s favorite 
teams- the Pinsburgh Pi rates and, in foo tball , 
Ohio State, which he had attended as an under
g raduate. He and Bob Bacher, who was a Michi
gan alumnus, always had a bet on the Ohio State
Michigan game, and I can imagine Willy (tuni ng 
over in his grave at the result of that game this fall. 

Having known Will y, and having worked and 
played with h im , will al ways mean a lot to me. 
H e was a major force in my own life, and, like 
most of you, J miss him. 

Charles Bames 
Professor of Physics, Emeritlls 
Ccdtech 

I can't imagine any group of young physic ists 
who had a better ti me in their careers than those 
who were fortun ate enollgh to have worked with 

Willy Fowler. H e, and Charlie and Tommy 
Lauritsen, worked hard themselves and inspired 
everyone aroLlnd them to do the same. The 
exc itement of the search for new understanding 
made it all something that we loved to do. After 
their pioneering nuclear physics work with an old 
and primitive acceleraror through the 1930s, the 
Kellogg Lab physicists were fascinated by I-Ians 
Bethe's and Cad von Weizsacker's proposals for 
tWO al ternative ways that four hydrogen nuclei 
might fuse together ro make a helium nucleus 
and, at the same time, produce the prodigious 
energy Outpu t of a star for millions, or even 
bill ions, of years, dependi ng on the mass of the 
sta r. Willy and his colleagues proceeded to build 
a new and much improved acceleratOr to study 
the feasibility of these theoretical proposals, but 
thei r efforts were interrupted in 1940 by urgent 
na t ional defense work. 

After the war, Willy and his students resumed 
thei r srudy, and by 1954 they had shown that 
both mechanisms were indeed feasible processes 
for fusing hyd rogen ro helium in stars and, sur
prising ly, that our sun functioned on the chain 
of react ions that had been considered as the less 
favo rable one in the theoretical work. After th is 
work on the hydrogen-burning reactions, another 
equally exci ting period began with critically 
important ideas from Ed Sal peter and Fred Hoyle 
that led to the study of the reactions building 
carbon and oxygen from the helium nuclei that 
had, in turn, been produced earlier by the fus ion 
of hydrogen. ] n th is way Wi lly and his team 
proceeded step by step to scudy the nuclear reac
tions that would occur deep within a star at later, 
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Below: Fowler and 
Barnes with Kellogg's 
new (in 1982) acceler~ 
ator, known as the 
"Yellow Submarine." 
Barnes is explaining 
how the focal proper~ 
ties of the beam 
change as it turns a 
corner. 

He was a rare 
individual, a 
man who will be 
remembered as 
much for his 
wonderful person
ality as for his 
many contribu
tions to the world 
of science. 

higher-temperature stages of the life of the star, 
leading ro its final explosive demise as a superno
va-if the star were massive enough-or ro its 
protracted quiescent decline into oblivion. 

After the helium-burning progral11 was well 
established, Willy elected to take a sabbatical 
year, 1954-55, in Cambridge to work with 
Hoyle. He met Margarer and Geoffrey Burbidge, 
and the four of them formed a highly fruitfu l 
collaboration that comi nued at Caltech, resulting 
in the publication in 1957 of their semi nal work 
showing rhat all of the chemical elements could 
be produced in the cores of stars. This work, st ill 
referred ro as B2FH from the names of the 
authors, remains largely imact 40 years later. 
(Many of the same conclusions were reached i nde
pendenrly by A.G.W. Cameron, also in 1957.) 

(Barnes then recalled other miie.ftones oj p()lvler's 
scientific career) including his farsighted work suggest
ing the detection of 1Jelttrinos from the IIl1dear reactions 
ill the SUII'S corei his work with I-loyle on producing a 
more 1'eliable way to gaNge the age 0/ our galaxy (and 
his delight in coining the term "nllcletJeoslIIochrolJology" 
to describe the /ield): his joillt work with /-Ioyle alld 
Bob \Vagonet' Oll the simllllaneollS dynamical evollliion 
of and Iludeosymhesis in the big bang; and the endllr
illg legacy of his critical reviews of the hllge body of 
experimented reaction data that led to his rewltlmendeti 
values for astrophysics calmlatiom.} 

Willy loved finding felicitous epigraphs for 
his papers, from Samuel Pepys ro Jsaac Newton. 
A quote from rhe larter (1704) reads: "The 
chang ing ofboclies into light, and light into 
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bodies, is very conformable with the course of 
Nature, which seems delighted with transforma
tions." r can still see, in my mind's eye, Willy's 
sat isfi ed smile as he finds yet another apt qUOta
tion for one of his papers. 

As Fred Hoyle said last March about Willy, 
''The technical description of a man's career says 
litrle of what he was like." Willy was above all a 
g reat person to meet and ro get to know. Work
ing with him was an ongoing exciting experi
ence. His dedication, his irrepressible optimism, 
and his unquenchable energy made him an 
inspiration both here at the Institute and in his 
many other undertakings, the host of academic 
and scientific organizations he served, science
policy ci rcles in Washi ngron, and comm ittees on 
national defense policy. Because of his remark
able virtuos ity, it is nor surprising that Willy was 
a much soug ht-after speaker. He was a rare 
individual, a man who will be remembered as 
much for his wonderful personality as for his 
many contributions to the world of science. 

Steven KOOllitJ 
Vice President and Provost; Professor of Theoretical 
Phy.rics; BS '72 
Caltet:h 

Our memories of people are a collage of the 
experiences that we have with them , and I had 
more than 25 years ro build up my mental image 
of Willy-as his student, his colleague, and his 
collaboratOr. My mental image of Professor 
Fowler is quite dissonant with the decorum that 's 
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Left: Provost Steve 
Koonin hails a couple 
of well·known Caltech 
nonadministrators, 
and (right) Fowler 
gets a laugh out of 
the queen of Sweden. 

Willy did great 
things, he had 
fun while he did 
them, and he 
enjoyed involving 
others in the 
doing. 

traditional for occasions like th is, and so, rather 
than the usual solemn recitation of fine qualities 
and noble achievements, I thoug ht I'd tell you a 
few of my favorite stories by and about Willy 
that for me at least capture the essence of the 
man. 

Willy loved to party, and one of my recollec
tions stems from a party. It dates not from when 
I first met him but rather from when my wife, 
lamie, did. In June of 1972, Borje Persson, a 
physics professor in West Bridge for whom I had 
worked, threw me a graduation party. Since I 
had also spent a good deal of time in Kellogg, 
many Kellogg folks were there as well , and, as 
might be expected, much alcohol was consu med. 
At some point during the even ing Willy sneaked 
off alone to a bedroom. L'lurie's introduction to 
the great man occurred when a co-conspirator 
summoned her to the bedroom, from which she 
burst giggling hysterically five minutes later. 
She never told me what went on in there with 
Wi lly, but 1 want to talk to Bob Christie about 
that mirror and har. 

That Willy could instantly put anyone at ease 
is shown by the picture above. The real reason 
why these people are laughing is perhaps less well 
known . It seems that in the course of the Nobel 
preparations, Willy had been shown a picture of 
the royal family. During the d inner conversation 
our hero remarked to the queen that, since he had 
had the chance to admire her chi ldren, it was 
only fair that she have a look at h is grandchild, 
and he promptly pulled out a picrure of Spruce. 
As he did so, he asked whether Her Majesty knew 
the difference between a grandfather and a 

g randson. She replied, "Yes, Willy, J think 1 
do." (He'd already taught her to call him Willy.) 
"Bur I'm nor certai n it's what you' re thinking 
of." Wi lly then answered his own question: "A 
grandfather always carries a picture of his grand
son, but a grandson never carries a picture of his 
grandfather," prompting the hilarity caught by 
the photOgrapher. 

W illy seemed to have a story for every occa
sion. You've alrC'ddy heard from Spruce the one 
about experts, and there's another one about 
lawyers. But one whose recollect ion helps keep 
me humble in my present position is the one 
about admi nistratOrs. Willy had a standard 
response to the question of why he never became 
an adm inistratOr. It seems that when Professor 
Fowler was visiting a small college to deliver a 
lecture, he stOpped in to use the men's room . As 
he turned to use the electric hand dryer on the 
wall, he noticed a graffito scrawled next to it: 
"Push here to hear the dean speak." That was 
enough to cure him of administration. 

1 have many more Wi lly stOries, as I'm slice 
everyone does, but I think the com mon threads of 
all of them are that Willy did g reat things, 
he had fun while he did rhem, and he enjoyed 
involving others in the doing. T hat combination 
of qualities is something that we should cherish 
and aspi re to. 

Grant Bazan 
Research Assoc;clfe, Steward Obsef'Vtttory 
University of Arizona 

Like many of you here, l owe a great debt of 
gratitude to Willy Fowler for what he has done 
for stellar nucleosynrhesis. His direct contribu
tions to the field obviously include his seminal 
papet, Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle, 
and many other papers on nuclear reactions that 
either laid the foundatio n for nucleosynthesis or 
clarified any lingering doubts that we might have 
had about a certain react ion chain. I was asked 
today to commenr on my impressions of Willy's 
contributions to the current stare of stellar 
nucleosynrhesis and to prognosticate about the 
future of it. Even though I met him only a few 
times and don't have a rich histOry of interaction 
with him, J do st ill feel that Willy is a part of 
me, because 1 am a product of the people with 
whom he has populated the field. So the field of 
nudeosynthesis rests in good hands because a 
piece of Wil ly lives on in all of us who continue 
to do this work. 

In the current state of nucleosynthesis, the 
extent to which we can explain what we see in 
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I think that 
within the next 
10 years we 
might actually be 
able to explain 
maybe one iota 
more than what 
Willy has al
ready taught us. 

rhe universe is rhe result of the contributions 
of Willy Fowler. JUSt from simple assumptions 
abom how a star evolves, from compilations of 
nuclear [eanion rates, we can estimate the chem
ical abundances in individual stars (very d ifferem 
from rhe abundances 011 Earth) and come remark
ably close to what is observed, even though JUSt 

a small error in chese rates can make a huge dif
fere nce. I think Will y would be very proud of 
how rhe fie ld looks now, especially when YOLI 

consider rhar chese complex processes work as 
well as they do theoret ically. 

We can actually plug the sum of all rhe stars 
- the output, the chemical yields that we ca lcu
late-into an even simpler model of chemical 
evolution and come our with individual isotopic 
abundances that match those on Earth within a 
f.'lcror of unity. I find this simply amazing. This 
is probably the greatest testament to Wi lly's tife. 
This is what he set OUt [Q do, and in a way he is 
doing it stili. 

What is there, then, teft to do in stellar 
nucleosynthesis ? There arc st ill lingering 
q uestions concern ing individual isotopic reac
tions, th ings in meteorites that we can·t explain 
using the simple assumptions of stellar evolu tion. 
\VIe are now at the point where com purer power 
allows us to employ real hydrodynamics, real 
assessments of nuclear reactions, and put these 
into real stellar evolution models. One example 
of such a model is our attempt to pur convection 
into the latter stages of a scar as it goes into a 
supernova. The computer power necessary to do 
this was nor avai lable even three to five years ago. 
With this better technology, combined with the 
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Grant Bazan de
scribes the stellar 
evolution models now 
possible with current 
computer power, in 
particular those that 
include convection in 
the latter stages of a 
star as it becomes a 
supernova. 

knowledge that has been accrued since Willy 
Fowler began it, the field of stellar Ilucleosynthe
sis rests on very firm ground. I think that wirhin 
the next 10 years we might actua lly be able to 

explain maybe one iota more than what Willy has 
already caught us. 

Frank Tilllllles 
Comploll Gallllll!1 Ray ObSerVaI01) Posldof/oral Felloti , 
Clemsoll Ullil'eYsif), 

Within the notion that there are sc ientific 
£'lmil ies that parallel personal f.'lmit ies, this 
photOgraph always puts a sm ile on my face. For 
then this picture shows my great-grandf.'lther, my 
grandfather, and my father, along with several 
uncles: Uncle Ray, Uncle Mike, and Uncle Syd. J 
take some of my fashion tips from Grandpa there, 
and Pop is looking pre[(y cool in his black Levis. 

J wasn't one of Wil liam Fowler's grad uate 
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Recent models 'of the 
chemical evolution of 
stars have calculated 
the abundances of 
stable isotopes from 
hydrogen to zinc, 
trying to show that, 
after many rounds of 
star formatiQI'I, this 
process will eventual
ly reproduce 'the sun's 
known composition. 
The y·axis here gives 
the calculated abun
dance divided by the 
measured solar abun
dance. The most 
abundant isotope is 
marked by an aster
isk, and isotopes of 
the same elemFnt are 
connected by solid 
lines. If this calculat
ed stellar composition 
were the same as the 
sun's, the isotopes 
would all lie on the 
horizontal dashed 
line. They do, howev
er, replicate solar 
composition within a 
factor of two, repre
sented by the horizon
tal dashed lines. 
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students or postdocs, and yet I consider Dr. Fow
ler to be one of the most important influences 
upon my scientific life. For without the sus
tained advice, unwavering support, and friend
ship of his students and collaborators, much, if 
not all, of the nuclear astrophysics that I am 
involved in would simply not exist as it does in 
its prese:1t form. I am highly appreciative, and 
greatly indebted. 

Since my principal connection with Willy is 
through his science, I would like to spend a few 
moments on one aspect of that relationship. 

Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle 
composed a broad and compelling paradigm of 
how the elements are synthesized in stars. They 
identified the variolls processes that operate in 
stellar interiors, and predicred the chief nucleo
synthetic products from rhe major nuclear burn
ing stages. Some of the derails have changed, 
especially in the light of new physics that was 
unknown in the late 19505. For example, scat
tering by intermediate vector bosofiS gives rise to 

neutral currents, which add a source of nemrino 
cooling. This cooling affects the core structure of 
a massive star, which in turn determines, to some 
extent, the detailed nucleosynthesis. Burbidge et 
al. and Cameron posed the following very impor
tant question: can the nucleosynthesis that takes 
place in stars and is forcefully ejected, eventually, 
after many rounds of star formation, reproduce 
the measured solar composition? I wish to briefly 
address this question. 

By the,mid 1980s various groups had run 
detailed nuclear reaction networks on specific 
stages of stellar evolution: core silicon burning, 

shell oxygen burning, and neutron capture 
reaction sites to name just a few. These specific 
studies suggested that a sizable portion of the 
solar composition could be synthesized. Superno
va 1987 A arrived and offered several observation
al tests of stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis, 
along with providing a few unexpected features. 
In the early 1990s the index n in Moore's Law 
(computer speed doubles and price halves every 
18 months) had become significant enough to 
allow the routine use of detailed nuclear reaction 
networks in very finely gridded stellar evolution 
models. Coupled with an increase in our knowl
edge of the physical and evolutionary properties 
of our galaxy, the question posed by Burbidge et 
al. began receiving fresh attention. 

The graph at left shows an example from the 
results of these recent stellar-chemical evolution 
studies. In terms of absolute solar abundances, 
the stable isotopes from hydrogen to zinc range 
over some 10 orders of magnitude. There are 
many uncertainties that affect the spread and 
pattern in the figure, for example: the treatment 
of convection, residual disagreement on key 
nuclear reaction rates, functional form of the star 
formation rate, and even the measured abundan
ces themselves. Certainly this graph does not 
represent the final answer, nor the first, but it is 
very encouraging that the isotopic solar composi
tion from hydrogen to zinc is replicated to within 
a factor of two. 

Willy played a central role in this calcula
tion- directly, by his compilations of the 
necessary nuclear reaction rates, and indirectly 
by training and motivating his students, grand
students, and great-grand-students. I think a 
reasonably correct calculation of the isotopic solar 
composition is a beautiful example of the 
adventure associated with connecting nuclear 
physics to astronomy. It is very exciting, and an 
honor, to assist in propelling the science which 
Willy had such a profound influence on into the 
next millenia. 

{The 'family" photograph on the opposite page was 
taken by David Arnett in front of The Green Man pub 
in Gremtchoter, England, at lunchtime, ca. 1971. 
From left to right: Syd Falk, Kem Hainebach, Mike 
Howard, Stan Woosley (identified as Pop in the text), 
Ray Talbot, F. C. Michel (Caltech BS '55, PhD 
'(2), Cliff Morris, Don Clayton (MS '59, PhD '62; 
identified as Grandpa in the text), and Willy Fowler.} 
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